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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Promoting early, safe mobility in hospitals is vital to
prevent adverse outcomes. One aspect of mobility, patient
repositioning, is demonstrated in literature to be as low as 38-66%.
To discover if wearable technology can influence attitudes towards
patient repositioning and/or increase turning adherence, nurses
were surveyed and turn adherence analyzed in facilities evaluating
the technology.
Methods: 16 nursing units (ICU, telemetry, med-surg) across 9
acute-care hospitals in California, Washington and Texas
implemented a patient-monitoring system capturing real-time
patient position/movement data. Turn adherence was calculated
based on timeliness and adequacy.
Staff were administered pre/post-implementation surveys on
patient repositioning challenges, ease of maintaining turning
protocols with/without monitoring technology, and
teamwork/workflow changes.
Results: Average 30-day patient turn adherence across nine facilities
was 90%. Pre-survey respondents (N=484) reported biggest patient
repositioning obstacles were interruptions by other duties (56%)
and inadequate time/resources (52%), and 44% said timely turning
was “difficult or very difficult” before technology. Post-survey
respondents (N=264) said technology eased identifying patients
requiring repositioning (86%), improved teamwork (75%), and
helped prioritize workflow (71%). Almost half reported timely
turning was now “easy or very easy.”
Conclusions: Monitoring technology can influence patient
repositioning attitudes, increase turn adherence, and ultimately,
help promote early mobility.

RESULTS

METHODS
A wireless patient-monitoring
system† was implemented in 16
nursing units (ICU, telemetry, medsurg) across 9 acute-care hospitals
in California, Washington and Texas.
Ø The system captured real-time
patient position/movement
data.
Ø Turn adherence was calculated
based on timeliness and
adequacy of turns.
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identify which
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repositioning?
Staff were administered pre/postimplementation surveys on the
following:
Ø Patient repositioning challenges
Ø Ease of maintaining turning
protocols with/without
monitoring technology
Ø Teamwork/workflow changes
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To discover if wearable tech can
influence attitudes towards patient
repositioning and/or increase
turning adherence, nurses were
anonymously and voluntarily
surveyed and turn adherence
analyzed.
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Promoting early, safe mobility in
hospitals is vital to prevent adverse
outcomes. One aspect of mobility,
patient repositioning, is
demonstrated in literature to be as
low as 38-66%.1-2
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CONCLUSIONS
Wearable monitoring technology
can influence the ease of timely
patient repositioning, increase turn
adherence, improve teamwork,
enhance workflow, and ultimately,
help promote early mobility.
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